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Tulip Tree, Liriodendron tulipifera
Magnolia Family (Magno/iaceae)
General Description:
The mature tulip tree is a magnificent, straight-trunked tree which may reach eighty feet in height
and become forty or fifty feet wide. It grows rapidly and its oval-to-irregular form is characterized
by bold primary branches which are horizontal or pendulous on the lower part of the tree but distinctly upright at the top. The reddish-brown twigs and the secondary branches are marked by many
raised, pale lenticels and prominent leaf scars. These branches and the trunks of young trees are
gray and faintly striped. The bark becomes darker and deeply furrowed on older trees. Tulip tree
leaves normally have four distinct pointed lobes; the terminal pair gives the leaf a saddle-shaped
appearance. Leaves tum a deep, warm yellow in autumn and remain on the tree late into the season.
The flowers have some resemblance to a tulip, but their center parts are more like a magnolia.
Opening in early June, the flowers are sometimes not noticed, as they are partially hidden by and
blend into the fresh new foliage. As the flower opens, the greenish-white sepals tum downward and
soon fall, exposing six petals which are pale chartreuse at their tips, shading through yellow to soft
orange at their bases. The fertilized pistils develop into a pointed, conelike fruit that ripens in September or October, spreading open as it dries. The winged seeds fall, spinning to the ground, leaving the star-like outer ring and a slim candle-like central stalk, adding textural interest in winter.
Landscape Value:
The handsome foliage, dark green and shiny, along with the unusual flowers and the picturesque
form, makes the tulip tree a favored species for landscape plantings. It is useful as a lawn specimen,
as a shade or street tree where space allows, and as an accent plant, especially in autumn.
Origin and Hardiness:
Tulip tree is native to the United States, generally east of the Mississippi River. It is distributed from
southwestern Vermont westward to Ontario, southern Michigan, Indiana, southern Illinois, extreme
southeast Missouri, eastern Arkansas and Louisiana and eastward to the northern part of Florida. It
is hardy as far north as Zone SB*.
Soil and Site:
Tulip tree requires a deep, rich, moist, well-drained soil such as is found along stream valleys and
slopes. Poorer soils require improvement and provision for drainage prior to planting. This tree
should be planted where it is protected from strong wind and winter sun.
Planting and Care:
Tulip tree is not always readily obtainable but some local nurseries can supply it. Spring planting is
recommended. Plants beyond the seedling stage should be balled and burlapped, preferably before
the foliage emerges. Watering is beneficial during planting and thereafter when the soil becomes dry.
Trunks of young trees need wrapping or shading to protect them from sunscald in winter. Tulip tree
is reasonably pest-resistant; brown spots on the leaves caused by a gall insect are not harmful. During dry periods in summer, it is not unnatural for some leaves to tum yellow and drop.
Location in the Arboretum:
West of the greenhouse; along the Du Page River west of Route 53; at the east intersection of Edgewood Drive and Forest Road; east of Spruce Hill; Thornhill entrance and parking lot.
*Hardiness Zone based on Plant Hardiness Zone Map prepared jointly by the U.S. National Arboretum in cooperation with the American Horticultural Society. U.S.D.A. Misc. Pub. #814, May, 1960.
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